
Thanks for inquiring about bike fit at Cyclical Nature Bicycles 

We use the RETUL 3D data collection hardware and software system in addition to a physical 
assessment and video capture. Our fit protocol is based on data from the computer and 
feedback from the client, with instruction and suggestions based on our findings. Video is 
helpful in showing the before and after positions and relating fit "data and concepts" to a visual 
image to help explain the findings and goals for the fit. 

Available Packages 

Full bike fit package:  $250.00 
 Additional bikes during a full fit:  $100.00 each 

Fit consultation & follow up rate:  $100.00 / hour 

The Complete Fitting Process 

Interview: The process begins with a discussion that establishes your goals, experience, and 
reasons for choosing to have a fit service performed--and what I can provide to you in order to 
achieve those goals. 

Physical assessment: The next step is to assess your current range of motion, posture, 
symmetry, foot placement, and any past injuries that may affect those areas. Potential physical 
limitations are taken into consideration with respect to your goals for the bike fit.  

Bike assessment: In this step, we’ll discuss your bike’s general history and your experiences 
with it. We’ll also check shoe wear and cleat placement to determine if either need to be 
adjusted, and if so, to what degree. (Note: You will be encouraged to buy cycling-specific 
insoles for your shoes if you do not already own them.) 

RETUL Fit setup: An LED harness will be attached using adhesive Velcro dots at specific 
points on your body for measurement of known fitting angles. In order to ensure the dots are 
located properly on your joints, some soft tissue palpation is required.  

Warm up: You’ll be asked to ride at an average cadence above 75 rpm for about 10 minutes in 
order to loosen up your muscles and joints. 

RETUL data collection: To capture fit data with the RETUL system, you’ll be instructed to ride 
in multiple 30 second intervals to objectively measure how changes in seating position and/or 
bike adjustments correlate to how you feel on the bike with those same changes. 

Changes to the bicycle are typically: 
• Saddle Height  
• Saddle fore/aft 
• Cleat placement (side to side,  fore/aft, tilt in/out) 
• Stem replacement to accommodate reach & drop 
• Rotation and placement of handlebar and grips for comfort and reach  



Minor changes can take seconds to make, while more involved adjustments are more time-
consuming to make. Some changes can be made while you’re still on the bike (seated or 
standing), or you may be on and off the bicycle for resting periods up to 10 minutes.  

RETUL data analysis: You’ll receive a brief explanation of how the RETUL system works and 
how to analyze the recorded data, where we’ll confirm the changes and discuss potential for 
future adjustments as needed. 

The final, exact measurements of your bike will be recorded using 3D tracking software and a 
complete report of your bike fit and bike’s measurements will be send via email after the 
session. Fit sessions typically take between 1-2 hours, but often longer.  

Preparing for Your Fitting 

Please bring: Bicycle, pedals, cycling shoes, towel, water, and a snack (if desired).  

Please wear: 
• Sleeveless jersey/tri top (Note: A sports bra for women will also work) a must for 

locating the shoulder bones 
• Cycling shorts that are skin tight for locating the hip bones 
• No socks or low-cut socks that expose the ankle bones 

Please refrain from wearing lotions, perfumes, and colognes on the day of the fit. The adhesive 
Velcro tracking dots must stick firmly to body parts that are moving around rapidly and moist 
from sweat. Making sure the dots stick is important.  
  
Your personal condition and flexibility is key to getting a balanced position on the bike. Imaging 
the way your body differs after a 40-hour work week at a desk compared to after a week’s 
vacation. Keep your relative state of fitness in mind when describing your riding goals and the 
feel of the fit. 


